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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we investigate various properties of (strongly) exposed points in the unit ball of the 
Hardy space H’ over a domain of finite connectivity, and discuss how these compare with results 
for the unit disc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The boundary properties of the unit ball of the Hardy space H’(R) are fairly 
well understood in the case 52 = A, the unit disc in @. There is a complete 
characterization of extreme and strongly exposed points, cf. [9,1], and several 
conditions are known to guarantee exposedness of boundary points. 
For domains of finite connectivity much less is known. There is a good de- 
scription of the extreme pbints, cf. [4,5], but as far as we can tell (strongly) ex- 
posed points have not been studied so far. 
We will show that most of the ‘easier’ results for extreme and exposed points 
in H’(A) carry over to H*(Q) with minimal effort. Our main results however 
show that some of their ‘deeper’ properties do not extend to the multiply con- 
nected case. 
In particular, we prove that, contrary to the case of the unit disc, for a 
strongly exposed point f, If] can be quite small, in the sense that l/f is not in- 
tegrable over the boundary. We also demonstrate that the location of the zeros 
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of an extreme point plays a surprisingly crucial role in its being an exposed 
point. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the second section we recall the defini- 
tion of Hardy spaces on domains of finite connectivity. This section also in- 
cludes the inner-outer factorization of H’-functions and the definitions of the 
classes of extreme, exposed and strongly exposed points. In section 3 we will see 
that the abstract characterization of strongly exposed points for the unit disc 
carries over to domains of finite connectivity. In the last section we study the 
aforementioned ‘deeper’ properties of (strongly) exposed points, and illustrate 
the differing properties on domains of finite connectivity by means of examples. 
2. FUNCTION THEORY ON DOMAINS OF FINITE CONNECTIVITY 
In this section we briefly review function theory on domains of finite con- 
nectivity. For more details we refer the reader to [3]. 
2.1. The classes W’(L?) 
Let A denote the unit disc in @ with boundary dA = U, the unit circle. Below, R 
will always be a (bounded) domain in C. If 0 is a bounded domain in @ such 
that 80 consists of finitely many (disjoint) continua, we call 0 a domain of fi- 
nite connectivity, in short, a finite domain. 
Recall that for 0 < p < co, we say that f is an element of the Hardy space 
HP(o) iff is holomorphic on R and ]flP admits a harmonic majorant. HO”(R) 
will of course stand for the Banach space of all bounded holomorphic functions 
on R, equipped with the usual sup norm. In what is to follow, flwill always be a 
finite domain. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we will assume that, in addi- 
tion and without loss of generality, the boundary Z consists of m + 1 disjoint 
closed analytic curves ZO = 8, PI,. . . , r,,,. 
With respect to arc length du on Z, HP(Q)-functionsf have non-tangential 
limits a.e. on the boundary, which we denote byf’. It is not hard to show that if 
f E HP(n), thenf* E Lf’(Z, do). For simplicity, we define a norm on HP(n) as 
follows: IFI], := ]]f*IILP (1 2 p < cm), which makes HP into a Banach space. 
Trivially, this allows us to think of HP(n) as a closed subspace of Z_J’(Z, dc). 
2.2. Factorization in H’ 
We call Z E H” an inner function if ]Z*] = 1 a.e. Consequently, [Z(z)1 5 1 for all 
z E 0. Blaschke products are common examples of inner functions on A. 
A function F E H’ is called an outer function if log IFI equals the Poisson 
integral of log IF*/. 
It is a well-known and very useful result that any f E H’(A), _f f 0, can be 
factored as f = I. F for some inner function Z and an outer function F; both 
factors are essentially unique. 
Unfortunately, factorization on general finite domains isn’t nearly as nice. 
For suppose there would exist an inner function B on 0, continuous on E, with 
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a single zero on 0, let’s say at zt, Then G(z; zt) := - log lZ3(z)l equals Green’s 
function for J2 with pole at zi, so that B(z) = Xexp(-G - iG) for some X E ‘IT, 
where G denotes the harmonic conjugate of G. But we know that unless fi is 
simply connected (m = 0), both 6 and exp(-iG) are not (single-valued and) 
globally defined on Q. Therefore, no such B exists. 
Nevertheless, for f in H’(n), the zeros zt,zz, . . . off satisfy the so-called 
Blaschke condition: C G(z; z,J < 00 for (all) z E Q, z # zi. One is tempted to 
write down the corresponding (formal) Blaschke product 
(1) B(z) = exd- c G(z; zn) - i . c G~z,)). 
While in general it is not a single-valued funtion, it has the following proper- 
ties: 
l /B(z)) is uniquely defined; 
l [e(z)/ is bounded on 0; 
l Locally on ~2, B can be thought of as a holomorphic function. 
Any (multiple-valued) function B that has these three properties will be re- 
ferred to as a function in MH”(0). If (BI also has non-tangential limits 1 a.e. on 
Z, we will call B an inner function in Mm(n). The generalized Blaschke pro- 
ducts (1) are in fact inner functions in MH” (0). 
Analogously, we say that a multiple valued function F belongs to MH’(0) if 
l (F(z)/ is uniquely defined; 
l IF(z) I has a harmonic majorant on ~2; 
l Locally on R, JF( coincides with the absolute value of a holomorphic 
function. 
It follows from these assumptions that IFI has non-tangential imits, denoted 
by IF*/, a.e. on Z, IF*1 E L’(T, a), and log IF*] E L’(F,a), unless F E 0. If, in 
addition, log IF(z) I equals the Poisson integral of log IF * 1, then F will be called 
an outer function in MH’ (a). 
Any f E H’ (0) can now be factored (in essentially one way) as the product of 
an inner function Z in MH”(0) and an outer function F in MH’(R), that is to 
say, for all points z E R: 
If MI = W)l . IWI. 
2.3. Extreme, exposed and strongly exposed points 
A function f E H’(0) is called extreme if it is an extreme point of the closed 
unit ball of H’(0). Equivalently, f is not extreme if and only if there exists a 
non-constant real-valued function k&g*/“*) E L”(Z’, cr) for which kf’ is 
(a.e.) equal to the boundary function of an H’-function (g). 
In [9] Rudin and De Leeuw proved that f E H1 (A) is extreme if and only if f 
is an outer function of norm 1. It is not hard to see why other functions fail to be 
extreme: if f factors as Z . F, where Z is a non-constant inner function, we take 
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k = (1 +Z2)/Z ( or even better k = (1 + Z)2/Z > 0 a.e.) so that kf * = F*+ 
(Z2F)* is contained in Ht. 
Their clever trick does not always carry over to finite domains R because 
with the same k, 1 + Z2 need not be defined anywhere (not even in Moo(Q), 
and similar problems arise for I;* + (Z2F)*. (On the other hand, their standard 
proof that outer functions are extreme easily generalizes to finite domains.) 
It turns out that when m 2 2, there exist extreme functions in H’(fi) that are 
not outer [5]. However, the inner factor of an extreme function is not worse 
than a finite Blaschke product with at most m/2 zeros (counting multiplicities). 
These results can be found in [4]; we will come back to these zero sets in more 
detail in section 4. 
We callf E H’ (Q) of norm 1 exposed iff is the only point of the closed unit 
ball of H’ that is mapped to 1 under the functional 
L : g E H’$ gf/lfl du. 
This functional is then called the exposing functional for f. Clearly, f is ex- 
posed if and only if it is of unit norm and it is rigid: apart from (positive) con- 
stant multiples off there is no H’-function with the same argument as f a.e. on 
the boundary. 
Unfortunately, an explicit function theoretic description of the exposed 
points in H’(A) is not known. However, we mention the following results, 
which carry over easily to the multiply connected case: 
l iff E H’ and l/f E H’, then f is rigid (Yabuta) [21]; 
l if there is a g E H” such that ReCfg) > 0 a.e. on U , then f is rigid [ll]; 
l if u is a non-constant inner function such that f /( 1 + u)~ is in H’, then f 
and uf /( 1 + u)~ have the same argument a.e. on T, so that f is not rigid. 
A priori the first two conditions can only be used to prove exposedness of outer 
functions in H’(n). We mention that these conditions do not describe all ex- 
posed points. In the next section we will modify the first condition to allow for 
exposed points having zeros, on finite domains. 
Finally, we call an exposed point (with exposing functional L) strongly 
exposed if for every sequence (fn) in the unit ball of H’ such that L(fn) + 
L(f) = 1, it must follow that fn -+ f E H’. 
In [I] the strongly exposed points in the unit ball of H’ (A) are described ex- 
plicitly, using techniques from operator theory. Using more function theoretic 
arguments, T. Nakazi [12] obtained the same results in unpublished work, that 
can be traced back to [IO, 111. We mention these results for further reference. 
Tbeorem 1. [l, 121 Afunctionf E aBall(H’(A) is strongly exposed in the unit 
ball of H’ ifand only ifit is an outerfunction induced by a Helson-Szegii weight on 
the circle. That is, there exist real-valuedx, y E L” with llylloo < 7r/2 such that 
(2) f = ex+iz. ,j-iy. 
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Here x, y now also denote the harmonic extensions of the boundary functions to A, 
with harmonic conjugates $9 respectively. 
Corollary 1. Iff is strongly exposed in the unit ball of H ’ (A), then for all su$% 
ciently small c > 0 both f and l/f belong to H 1 +F Furthermore, the Loo-distance 
of the unimodular function 4 = T/l f 1 to Hm is less than 1. 
3. A DISTANCE CONDITION FOR STRONGLY EXPOSED POINTS 
In [20] the following characterization of the strongly exposed points of the unit 
ball of H 1 (A) was given: 
(3) f is strongly exposed @f is exposed and LO” - dist(T/] f 1, H” + C) < 1, 
where C is the class of all continuous functions on T. A similar result applies to 
the unit ball of @“. The proof of the backward direction given in [20] uses the 
theory of Banach algebras. Using these techniques it is not hard to show that 
also for a finite domain 0~ 
Theorem 2. Let f E H ’ (0). Then f is strongly exposed tff is exposed and L”- 
dist(f/lf 1, Hm + C(P)) < 1. 
In fact, we will use this result only for continuous7/] f 1, in which case the proof 
can be simplified using that H1 (0) has a predual of continuous functions on P, 
cf. [31, M.) 
Unfortunately, the proof of (3) in [20], is incomplete in the forward direction. 
It can be proven quite generally in the following way. 
Lemma 1. Let G be afinite domain in @, or the unit ball of Q=“, with boundary l7 If 
f is strong/y exposed in the unit baN of H*(G), then dist(j/]f], (H’(G))*+ 
C(F)) < 1. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that the distance is 1. We will show that f is not 
strongly exposed. Fix a point zi E G where f (q) # 0. Let Hi, denote those 
H i-functions that are zero at zi. Look at the restriction L’ of the functional 
to H,‘,. By Hahn-Banach this functional has norm 
IL’] = LM - dist(T/]f 1, (Hb,)‘). 
Now (H;J+(H’)‘+CcL”, and by our assumption therefore IlL’ll = 1. 
Thus we find a sequence (gn) in aBall(Hf, ) for which L(g,) = L’(g,) + 1. Be- 
cause f (zl) # 0, the g,, do not converge to f in norm. We conclude thatf is not 
strongly exposed. 0 
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Remark. Of course, for finite domains: (H’)L + C = HOi + C, so theorem 2 is 
in fact an equivalence. 
4. EXPOSED POINTS IN H’(R) 
In this section we study the zero sets of extreme functions on finite domains and 
extend Yabuta’s sufficient condition for exposedness from section (2.3) to finite 
domains, in such a way that functions with zeros are allowed. Next, we in- 
vestigate the strongly exposed functions and we will show that their non-trivial 
properties as stated for the unit disc in Corollary 1 do not generally carry over 
to finite domains. Finally, we again look at the zero sets of extreme points and 
the question of divisibility of extreme functions by functions of the form 
(1 + u)~, where u is a non-constant inner function. 
We begin by looking closer at the zeros of extreme functions in H ’ over finite 
domains and follow the approach of [5]. As noted before, the inner part I of an 
extreme function f is a finite Blaschke product with no more than m/2 zeros, 
cf. [4]. The inner functions in MHffi(Q) that appear as inner factors of extreme 
points are precisely the so-called extremal Blaschke products. We call a (finite) 
Blaschke product I in MH”(O) extremal if there is no non-constant mero- 
morphic function M on 52, bounded near r = 80, whose poles may only ap- 
pear in the zeros of I, in such a way that at each zero of I, the order of the pole 
of M is at most the order of the zero of I. 
Using this description of the extreme functions, we get the following easy 
generalization of Yabuta’s criterion: iff E aBall(H’ (A)) and l/f E H l, then f 
is exposed [21]. 
Proposition 1. Iff is extreme in H’(O) and l/If 1 E L’(T, a) then f is exposed. 
Proof. We remark that l/l f 1 E L’ occurs precisely when 1 /F E MH’ (f2), 
where F is the outer factor off in MH” (0). Suppose g E H 1 has the same ar- 
gument as f a.e. on r. Let M be the meromorphic function g/f. Near r, away 
from the zeros off that is, (MJ Ii2 admits a harmonic majorant, and the 
boundary values of M are positive a.e. on r = ro U . . . U T’,. By a local version 
of Newman’s theorem for H’/2, cf. [6, page 95, exercise 2.131, [14], applied to M 
and subarcs of each of the ri we get that M extends holomorphically across the 
boundary of 0. In particular, M is bounded near l? Because the inner part off 
is extremal it follows that M is a positive constant k. Hence g = k . f, which is 
what we wanted to prove. 0 
Proposition 1 has the following interpretation: pick a positive function on r 
that is invertible in L’(T) and log-integrable, and construct the corresponding 
outer function F that is invertible in MH ’ (L?). Attaching an extremal Blaschke 
product I to F that is such that f = 1. F becomes a holomorphic function on R 
(by choosing appropriate values of the argument of 1. F throughout a), we get 
a rigid function. 
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From now on we will be working with finite domains whose boundary curves 
are not all closed. We will let ,Rt = Rp) be the unit disc A with m (2 1) disjoint 
closed intervals (slits) in (- 1,l) punched out. Up to conformal equivalence, 
such domains are called real slit domains. It should be noted that not every do- 
main is a real slit domain. For convenience we will assume that 0 E 6’1. Note 
that on T \ {-i) the function (z + i)* has the same argument as iz, so (z + i)2 is 
not rigid in H’(A). 
Lemma 2. For all m 2 2 thefunctionf(z) = (z + i)2/11(z + i121), is strongly ex- 
posed in H ’ (01). 
Proof. Let g E H’ have the same argument asf a.e. on r, and let h = g/f. We 
define h(z) = h(l/z) f or z E Q=* (the extended complex plane) and l/Z E 01. 
Because h* > 0 a.e. on U and 1 /f is locally bounded on T \ {-i}, it follows that 
h extends holomorphically across U \ {-i}. Thus we obtain a holomorphic 
function h on Cc \ i-i} with 2m slits in [w deleted, that is bounded at infinity. We 
will refer to this domain as 65. Note that g = hf is holomorphic on 65; actu- 
ally, g is regular at -i as well. Recall that a.e. on U, (z + i)2 and iz have the same 
argument. As above, g(z)/iz extends across all of U, and the same applies to g. 
We conclude that h has a pole of order 2 or less at -i. 
Next we will show that h extends across the 2m slits. Pick one of these and 
extend it to infinity from one side. Applying a square root, the resulting domain 
can be mapped biholomorphically onto the right half plane with a finite num- 
ber of slits in (0, m) deleted. Under composition with this nice biholomorphic 
map, h goes over into h2, a function that is in H ’ near the imaginary axis. Al- 
most everywhere on the image of the (half-open) slit we picked out, h2 is posi- 
tive. By reflection, h2 extends holomorphically across this open arc in the ima- 
ginary axis. Going back to &, and varying over the slits, h is easily seen to be 
continuous at all endpoints of the 2m slits, as well as on the interior of the slits, 
in the sense that 
h+(x) = Z+l;l~,Oh(z), h-(x) = lim 
Z”X,~Z<O 
h(z) 
are well-defined continuous functions on [w, that are nonnegative on the slits. 
A priori, it is not obvious why on the interior of a slit h+(x) = h_(x) should 
hold. (This is indeed not true: for m = 1,f is not exposed; see also Theorem 3.) 
Let k(z) = (h(z) - m)2. Then k is meromorphic on 65’2, bounded at infinity, 
continuous on IX, and its only singularities are poles found in fi. By Morera’s 
theorem, k is meromorphic on @, and for some polynomial p of degree 8 or less: 
k(z) =p(z)/(z2 + 1)4. But k has zeros at each of the 4m endpoints of the slits 
and (double) zeros at f 1, so in fact, k E 0. 
This shows in particular that h+ = h_, and another application of Morera’s 
theorem yields that h is meromorphic on @, bounded at infinity, and its only 
pole is in -i. Because also h(z) = h(T), h must equal a constant C. It follows that 
g = C. f and this means that f is exposed. 
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Finally, it is easy to see thatT/lfl is continuous on Z, so by (3), f is in fact 
strongly exposed, and we are done. Cl 
Remark. We compare these results to Corollary 1. It follows from this lemma 
that for strongly exposed points f in H’(R), /l/f1 can be quite large on Z? 
l/f $ L’/‘(r). As more slits are added, l/f can become essentially larger: if 
m > k + 1, thenf(z) = (z + i)2k/l](z + i)2k(11 is strongly exposed, by the proof 
of the lemma. Furthermore, in each of these cases distf/]fl, HOO(Z)) = 1. For 
if this were not so, lifting the functionf to the unit disc A using/the universal 
covering map would yield an element F E H’(A) with dist(F/lF(, 
Hm(T)) 5 dist(T/lfl, H”“(Z)) < 1. This, however, violates [l, page 3041, given 
the abundance of zeros of F on the circle. 
The extremal Blaschke products on 01 can be described explicitly, cf. [5]: a 
Blaschke product B E MH”“(J2) is extremal if and only if B has at most m/2 
zeros (counting multiplicities), and the set of zeros {&, . . . , &} does not contain 
(a real point or) a conjugated pair of points. (Indeed, the techniques of Lemma 2 
readily show that that for k 5 m/2, & E 01, and for all i, j: [/ # G, the function 
f(r) = (z - [I) . * * (z - E k is rigid, thus the associated Blaschke factor is ex- > 
tremal.) 
We recall that for f = Z n F to be extreme one only needs that the inner factor 
Z is an extremal Blaschke product; (most of) its properties then follow from the 
outer factor, i.e. If’] on ZT It is reasonable to ask whether exposedness is also 
essentially a property of the outer factor (that is, the size of If * 1 on Z’). We make 
this question precise in the following sense: iff E H 1 (0) is a rigid outer func- 
tion, Z is an extremal Blaschke product on R, and g invertible in MHD”(G!) and 
such that Z . g E H”(O) (that is to say I. g is single-valued), is the extreme point 
Zg *f/Ilk LfllI 1 a so exposed? Proposition 1 tells us that that answer is yes if 
l/f E L’ (I’). However, we will show that in general the answer is no. 
Recall section (2.3): iff is divisible in HI by (1 + u)’ for some (non-constant) 
inner function U, thenf is not exposed. In [7] Inoue proved that the converse 
does not hold for the unit disc. Surprisingly, the existence of extreme functions 
with zeros leads to (another) reason for failure on finite domains. 
These two results are combined in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. For m = 3, there exists < such that the function 
f(z) = (z - E)(z + i)"/ll(z - W + i)2111 
is extreme in the unit ball of H 1 (L+), but not exposed. For all non-constant inner 
functions u on 01, f/( 1 + u)’ is not contained in H 1 (0). 
Proof. We will explain how to construct H ’ (L?l) functions vith the same ar- 
gument as f a.e. on Z, for suitable < E 01 \ R. 
For the moment, assume we have such a function g, and let h(z) = g(z)/f (z). 
Suppose the three slits are the intervals [xi, yl], [XZ, ~21, (x3,ysJ. By the argu- 
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ments in the proof of Lemma 2, h extends meromorphically to @minus 6 slits in 
W, its only singularities being poles of order 1 (or less) in <and 1 /f, and a pole of 
order 2 (or less) in -i. Again the functions h+, h_ are continuous on R and co- 
incide on 01 n IR. Let k(z) = (h(z) - h(2>)‘. As before, k extends holomorphi- 
tally across the slits, and is therefore meromorphic on Q=, bounded at infinity, 
and its only singularities are poles of order 2 (or less) in <, {, l/t, 1 /t, and poles 
of order 4 (or less) in fi; k has zeros at the 12 points xf’, yf’, and double zeros 
at fl. Hence, for some constant A I 0: 
k(z) = 
A(z - Xl)(Z - y1) * * . (z - l/x3& - llY3)Q - z2j2 
(1 + z2)4(z - r)2(z - <)2(1 - 8)2(1 - Jz)2 ’ 
In our approach A will be non-zero, and we may then assume w.1.o.g. that 
A = -1. 
Define 
q(z) = fi(1 - z2) /z.../z . (z -.Yl> . . . (z - l/Y3) E ffW(fh), 
where the sign is chosen to make q(i) < 0. The function h will now satisfy the 
relation 
(4 cl(z) h(z) -@) = (1 +z2)2(z-<)(z-_)(l -fz)(l -Cz)’ 
Because for all z E U (z - [) (1 - $z)/z > 0, the right hand side of (4) is (indeed) 
negative on the upper half of the circle, and positive on the lower half of the 
circle, minus the point -i. 
Similar considerations will show that the function h(z) + h(z) is mero- 
morphic on @, its only singularities being poles in f i, I, 2, l/t, 1 /t. There exists 
a polynomial p(z) of degree 8 (or less) for which 
P(Z) 
h(z) +@) = (1 + z2)2(z - <)(z - Q(1 - Ez)(l - [z) . 
Becausep is symmetrical w.r.t. the circle and the real axis, we find Q, /? E 2, and 
a positive constant C for which 
(5) p(z) = C(z - a)(z - a)(1 - Ez)(l - az)(z - /3)(z - P)(l - $)(l - Pz). 
Therefore, 
(6) P(Z) + 44 2h(z) = (1 + z2)2(z - ()(z - t)(l - Cz)(l - a> 
(7) 
1 
[ 
P(Z) + q(z) 1 
= (Z-C)(z+i)2‘ (z-Q(z-i)2’(1 -G)(l -Iz) 1 .
We are nearly done if we can find Q, j3, t for which the term in square brackets is 
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in H1 (01). For this we need to ensure that p(z) + q(z) has a double zero at i, 
and next, a zero ({) on L’i \ R, implying our choice of E. 
The two equations 
p(i) + q(i) = 0 
p’(i) + q’(i) = 0 
are reduced to the single condition 
(10) P’(i) q’(i) xl=-’ q(i) 
by choosing C > 0 appropriately (recall that q(i) < 0). 
Nowp(z)/q(z) is negative on the upper half of the circle, so (p(z)/q(z))‘(i) is 
real. In other words, (p’(i)/p(i)) - (q’(i)/q(i)) E R, which means that the 
equation for the imaginary part of condition (10) is trivially satisfied 
(S(p’(i)/p(i)) = -4i). 
Explicit calculation shows that 
,P’o = !Ro(l + 1o12) R/31 + IP12) 
P(i) (1 - ((1112)2 + 4(%# + (I - p12)2 + 4@p)2 . 
It is easy to see that a H Ro(1 + 1a12)/((1 - (a/2)2 + ad) maps A onto R. 
We can therefore choose p arbitrarily, and find Q E A such that (10) holds. Now 
fix a!, p. 
So far we have established that the function 
P(Z) + q(z) 
(1 + z2)2(z - <)(z - E)(l - <z)(l - [z) 
is regular at z = i, real-valued on T \ {-i}, positive on the lower half of the 
circle minus -i, and bounded below on r n {Qz 2 0). 
Thus, for large K > 0, the function 
p(z) + q(z) + Kz2( 1 + z2J2 
(1 + z2)2(z - E)(z - t)(l - B)(l - &) 
will be strictly positive on r \ {-i}, and regular at z = i. (Of course, the func- 
tionp(z) + Kz2( 1 + z2)2 is again of the form (5), with (apparently) better suited 
parameters Q, p, C than those we have chosen, while condition (10) is still sat- 
isfied.) 
By the argument principle applied to the function 
p(z) + q(z) + Kz2(1 + z2>2 
24 
that is positive on r \ {i}, with a double zero at i, we conclude that p(z) + 
q(z) + Kz2(1 + z2)2 has three zeros on 0,. Pick any of these, and call its con- 
jugate <. We claim that < +! R. Forp(z) + Kz2( 1 + z2)2 is nonnegative on R, and 
q(z) E i. (R \ (0)) on L?i n R. 
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Let 
g(z) J44 + 44 + Kz2U + z2J2 
(z - t)(z - Q2 y* -_tz;p _Ez) EH”(w 
The functionsf and g have the same argument on r \ {-i}, which implies that 
f is not rigid. Because the inner part off is the extremal Blaschke product with 
zero at c,f is extreme. 
By Lemma 2, (z + Q2 is rigid. We conclude that if u is any non-constant inner 
function on 01, (z + i)‘/( 1 + u(z))~ 6 H’(&), hence also (z - C,)(z + i)2/ 
(1 + u(z))~ $! H * (01). This concludes the proof. 0 
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